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Abstract
By using different product development processes and methods a new type of noise and NOx
barrier is developed, from idea to scale model.
The barrier is parabolic shaped and overlays the road, giving it unique attributes that aids the
noise reduction ability without intruding on road safety. By using this geometry, an additional
3 [dB] of noise reduction can be estimated. This difference is equal to increasing the speed
limit of a 70 [km/h] road to 90 [km/h] without increasing the noise levels. The overall
classification according to SS-EN 1794-1/2 of the barrier is B3, giving a noise reduction of an
estimated 24 [dB]. With the additional add-on “Absorbing Arm”, the product has the
possibility to absorb the noise in an effective way due to its parabolic geometry.
Additional value to the product is a NOx-reducing ability, made possible by utilizing NOxreducing concrete and glass. NOx-particles emitted from the traffic are bound on the surface
of the material reacting together with titanium dioxide (TiO2) and UV-light transforming them
into harmless nitrates, lowering the surrounding pollution levels.
The product is made out of several different components, combined together through a
system, which give rise to a pre-manufactured module that are assembled on location. By
doing so a more flexible and economical system for planning and constructing efficient noise
barriers is presented.
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Sammanfattning
Genom att använda olika produktframtagningsprocesser och metoder tas en ny typ av buller
och NOx-skydd fram. Från idé och konceptgenerering till färdig skalmodell.
Bullerskyddet är paraboliskt utformat och hänger över vägbanan vilket ger den unika
ljudreducerande egenskaper utan att tumma på vägsäkerheten. Genom att utnyttja geometrin,
kan en extra ljudreducering om ca 3 [dB] tillämpas. Det motsvarar en halvering av
ljudeffekten och kan jämföras med att höja trafikhastigheten från en 70-väg till 90 [km/h] utan
att bullernivån höjs. Enligt SS-EN 1794-1/2 får bullerskyddet en klassifikation B3 eller
beräknat 24 [dB] ljudreducering. Genom tillbehöret ”Absorbing Arm” ges en möjlighet att
även absorbera en del av oljudet på ett effektivt sätt tack vare den paraboliska geometrin.
Ytterligare värde får produkten genom sin NOx-reducerande förmåga. Betongytor i NOxreducerande betong samverkar med självrengörande glas genom titaniumdioxid (TiO2) samt
UV-ljus (solen eller UV-lampor i tunnlar) och bryter ned farliga NOx-utsläpp (från trafiken)
till ofarliga nitrater. Detta reducerar omgivande utsläpp och förbättrar luftkvaliteten.
Bullerskyddet är gjort av flera olika komponenter som ingår i ett stort system av fabriksgjorda
moduler som monteras på plats. Detta för att effektivisera planering och konstruktion, samt
spara pengar vid nybyggnation av bullerskydd. Modulanpassningen ger också upphov till
flexibla system som lätt kan anpassas och ändras efter behov, vilket ger en stor flexibilitet i
utformandet.
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1 Introduction
With more and more people living in cities and, in a higher degree living closer to traffic,
combined with a stricter regulation on noise and pollution levels a new type of noise barrier is
sought after.
Higher demands and regulations on dangerous NOx-levels are constantly being updated, as
well as stricter outdoor environment noise near inhabited areas, today limited to maximal 55
[dB] .
In this project a system of components are brought together to satisfy the need and, hopefully,
give a suggestion on an alternative noise & NOx barrier that has two great functions – noise
and pollution reduction.
1.1 Background
The idea comes from tunnels. In residential areas roads and traffic is a necessary but
disturbing scene. Next to burying the roads, super structuring (where you build around and
over the road) is the most realistic approach in a lot of senses. A kind of encapsulation of the
road to capture the noise and pollution inside.
In this Master Thesis, commissioned by Heidelberg Cement – Abetong AB, I research the
possibility and develop a new type of noise & NOx barrier that overlay the road in some
sense. The thesis was to be carried out during one semester, 20 weeks or 30 HP, with the fixed
deadline set to 16th December 2010.
1.2 Problem definition
To decrease the noise and pollution from traffic with a structure between the road and the
desired area that shall be protected.
Finding a balance between the controversies:
Table 1. Pros and Cons of the different attributes connected to the object.

Attribute

Pro

Con

Height of structure

Greater noise reduction

Difficult to construct, costly,
aesthetics

Close distance from source

Greater noise reduction

Road safety regulations

Transparency

More
appealing
and Reduces
noise
reduction,
comfortable for the driver
costly, does not hide the road
seen from the outside

Modular construction

Economic, easy to maintain and Not as adaptable as on site
assembly,
environmental development
friendly

Absorption/Reflection

Soft large materials absorb the Soft large materials hinder the
noise; hard thin materials view and are difficult to
reflect it and can be maintain and construct. Hard
transparent.
thin materials can create
“mirror sources” of sound,
which interfere with the overall
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noise reduction.

1.3 Specification of requirements for the project
Today’s noise barriers are bound to regulations regarding a lot of different aspects:


Safety. It shall be dimensioned to aid a possible impact from a vehicle rather than add
to the damage and personal injury risk. Also it shall be dimensioned to handle wind,
snow and other loads regarding the barrier itself.



Distance. It shall be placed on a safe distance from the road edge. Here we have a
conflict with the:



Acoustic reduction. It shall reduce the dB levels from the traffic to increase living
quality to surrounding living quarters. Optimally it should be as close to the emitting
source as possible, hence the conflict with the demand above.



Easy to maintain. With a life expectancy of at least 50 years.



Aesthetically pleasing.

In this project all of the above requirements shall apply to the new noise barrier plus some
extra features adding value to the product:


Overlaying structure. It shall overlay the road in some sense in order to increase the
sight angle, see Chapter 3.4.1, and create almost a “tunnel effect”, which hides the
road from the outside. It shall be at least as high as the road’s minimal free height, for
light constructions 5,2 [m].



NOx-reduction. It shall reduce the level of NOx particles in the surrounding air,
therefore meeting harder pollution regulations and increasing life quality of nearby
inhabitants.



Easy to assemble and build. As well in the factory as on site location. Modules for
easy transport and repair.



Specific materials: It shall have a base out of concrete, and a structure out of steel with
glass implemented for greater driving experience.

1.4 Limitations
The product shall be designed for the Swedish climate, conditions and regulations listed in the
European/Swedish Standard SS-EN 1794-1/2 will be followed considering the non-acoustic
attributes (mechanical performances and stability requirements).
It will be a product, a module, within a system (road construction and planning are not
implied) and local variations such as landscape difference will not be considered.
What will be considered is that the barrier, the product, will stand near a large road close to a
residential area, not inside a city. It will be far too big and massive for this.
Also regarding the foundation, a pre-work of some kind (digging and measuring) are required
and will not be handled in this project.
Acoustic calculations will stretch to noise reduction levels due to geometry and not
absorption. This is because of the difficulty of theoretically calculating sound absorption. It’s
standard to measure these values when the product is on site and installed. Another option
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would be to set aside an entire master thesis just to calculate these values, but that will not be
the case here.
1.5 Goals
The goal is to create a newsworthy product with all the attributes listed in Chapter 1.3
included and met.
Another goal is to design an innovative and good looking noise barrier that stands out from
the existing products on the market today and has additional values and functions.
1.6 Methods
Following the production development phases of different processes and combined hand pick
out the strengths of each of them in order to see things from different perspectives. Following
processes were adapted:


Linear. From idea to product, i.e. value based analysis by D. Ullman [1]. With the
linear chronological method of first collecting a base of knowledge on which decisions
are made. Traditional product development process used for many years in the
Western Society.



Circular. Modular based Design by Components by L. Bistagnino [2]. Adapted during
my studies at Politecnico di Torino, Italy. Where the subject, the user, is put in focus
and focus is on the whole life cycle of a product. General, Essential and Working
Schemes, se Chapter 2.



Close contact with the market. Due to the many regulations and the nature of the
product a close relation between the developer, contractor and the client is important
in order to maintain some kind of relevance and realism. Many interviews and followups are critical.



Literature study shall be embedded within the process, when needed and not done on
forehand as many people attend to do. All in favor of keeping an open mind without
prejudices.



Knowledge accumulated during all fields of studies during my last five years on KTH,
Politecnico di Torino and Aalto University shall be implied in various fields such as
acoustics, durability, design and production.
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2 Studies
By utilizing the theories of Bistagnino [2] and following a certain pattern (Essential, General and
Working Schema) the framework for the concept generation is established. This process is greatly
simplified here but knowledge acquired from the Politecnico di Torino, Design by Components,
Master level, is used as I gathered this information during one year of exchange studies of the
ERASMUS program. Usage of this will be found in the Chapter: 3 Synthesis & Analysis.

2.1 Essential Schema
In Figure 1, as we can see on the essential scheme, only the essentials are considered
regarding the system “Noise Reduction” in order to peel of any pre-defined opinions on
how/what is included. There is the subject, the area/person/environment that shall be
protected from the source through an element – the noise barrier.
Note that that the shapes are illustrated icons, not revealing any specific pre-determined shape
or attribute, everything in order not to lock the brain in old similar patterns.
The main purpose for the system, the product, is to decrease noise generated from a source. In
normal cases regarding development of noise barriers for the society the protected subject is a
residential area, the noise source is a highly busy road and the barrier is a wall of some kind.

Figure 1. Essential Schema regarding the system Noise Reduction.
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2.2 General Schema
After the fundamentals are grounded in the Essential Scheme (Figure 1), more indepth
analysis of the General Scheme (Figure 2) can be made. Here we focus on three different
types of noise from the original source.

Figure 2. General Schema. Different types of noise emitted from the source. Reflecting noise (orange) stands for the
greatest proportion when having hard thin surfaces. The idea is to minimize the spill noise that slips over the barrier,
preferably absorbing it.

Absorbed noise from the source that the noise barrier absorbs due to different materials and
shapes, reflected noise that “bounces” of the surface of the barrier and multiplies in a different
direction (preferably away from the subject) and finally all the “spill noise” that reaches the
subject. Idealistic the spill noise and the reflected noise would be zero, the absorbed noise
100%. Only time this happens so far is when the noise barrier is a very thick tunnel.
What happens when the sound wave reaches the material? Simplified it sets the air existing in
the small porous pockets of the material surface in motion making the molecules bounce
around multiplying the movement into the material as heat (not noticeable heat). So idealistic
materials for sound absorption is light, porous-like structures with room for a lot of small air
pockets. If the material is to dense, most of the sound wave will bounce off in a new direction.
If the material is too thin and not considered rigid the material itself will start vibrating,
creating resonance and sometimes amplifying the sound letting some of the noise pass
through the object.
2.3 Working Schema
By adding more functions to a system it sometimes raises the total value of the product. This
is what is being done in Figure 3, the Working Scheme. The basics are from the Essential
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Scheme (Figure 1) and the General Scheme (Figure 2), we have the source, this time also
emitting NOx emissions i.e. cars and trucks in addition to the noise.

Figure 3. Working Schema. Different flows affecting the system, concentrated on noise and NO x-emissions.

The noise barrier is not only a noise barrier anymore; it’s a Noise and NOx Barrier. The idea
is to reduce NOx emissions as well as noise, in this case by alternating the material and shape
of the barrier.
How this is done in this case can be seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Photo catalytic effect when the active oxide reacts with the NOx particles and releasing nitrates. The surface can
be concrete (TiOmix) or glass (self cleaning). UV-light is required, demanding sunlight or lamps for the effect to work.

As shown in Figure 4, the active ingredient is titanium dioxide (TiO2), included in the
material surface (in this case concrete through TiOmix and same principal with self cleaning
glass, though probably less efficient due to the smooth surface). In direct contact with UVlight (from the sun or a UV-lamp in tunnels) active oxygen reacts with the NOx particles in
the air binding them into nitrates instead. These nitrates are harmless and will be washed
away from the surface with maintenance or rain. One reaction though is that the nitrates react
with the nitrogen in the concrete creating nitric acid that corrodes the surface, so it’s
important to clean the surface once in a while to avoid surface degradation.
The greater area on the surface exposed to the air generates a better effect for the photo
catalyst to work, therefore large porous surfaces are recommended. This works well with the
sound absorbing quality that also wants large porous surfaces. If the surface is too porous, the
dirt will eventually clog the small holes reducing photo catalyst efficiency, a golden middle
way is to prefer.
2.4 Existing Products Today
The variations of today’s noise barriers are limited and have had the same expression for
several decades. It’s first during the last ten years that the shapes and functions start to
alternate and change. All in relation to new scientific breakthroughs in materials and
knowledge about sound reflection/absorption.
The NOx-reducing concrete is in its infancy with test projects in different cities on how great
the actual effect is. Tests in Malmö, Sweden, have shown a decrease of NOx-levels of 5 %
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when applying this concrete on the ground surface. This is equal to a decrease of 2000
[cars/day]. [I].
For a deeper understanding of the existing products today see further the publications
“Bullerskydd i Stockholm” [1999:4] and “Råd och rekommendationer vid uppförande av
bullerdämpande vallar och skärmar” [2006:5]. There the noise barrier canon is presented as a
straight wall of some sort (wood, concrete or glass), as given example in Figure 5 below.

Figure 5. Some examples of existing noise barriers in glass, concrete and wood on different locations in Sweden.

Also, as the technology advances, new shapes and materials are being used, not seen in any
greater spread in Sweden yet [IX], but in Italy it can look like in Figure 6:
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Figure 6. Large structures overlaying the road can already be found in Europe, theese noise barriers from Italy. Photo:
Andreas Gustafsson.

In Melbourne, Australia, they have taken it one step further with the “Sound Tube” seen on
Figure 7, completely encapsulating the road for noise reduction purposes only.

Figure 7. In Melbourne, Australia this futuristic noise barrier “The Sound Tube” stretches along 300 [m] of a busy
highway, completely encapsulating the road.

With a dimension of 300x42x8 [m] it’s a huge construction. The sound trapped inside the
“tube” is supposed to bounce around and finally being absorbed by the walls absorption.
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3 Synthesis & Analysis
With the production process in mind three different concepts are created and analyzed from
different perspectives. Here the strength of the combination between circular processing
(Bistagnino) and linear (Ullman) gets clear. By developing some different ideas using the
prior schemas the results can be valued and critically reviewed using the value based method
(Ullman).
The aim is to reach one concept that can be further developed, slowly shaping and revising the
object to its final shape.
3.1 Concept Generation
By implementing the steps described in Chapter 2: Studies, several different concepts where
scaled down to three different.
3.1.1 Concept 1:
By using the concrete as not only the foundation but also as support for the plates a Y-shaped
noise barrier was created, see Figure 8.

Figure 8. Y-shaped concept designed to overlay the road without complex steel structures supporting it. Base of concrete
and flexible glass and/or concrete plates attached.

The idea is to have a simple geometry that still creates the desired functions. The positive and
negative aspects of this concept are consolidated in Table 2 together and compared with the
other two.
An interesting aspect of this concept is the possibility to create a “fractal”-shaped top hat with
small Y:s branched out from the overlaying structure. This would break the incoming sound
waves in a very effective way.
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3.1.2 Concept 2:
The focus of this concept is the large curved transparent plate that is supported by a concrete
base, see Figure 9.

Figure 9. Second concept made out of a big curved plastic plate mounted upon a concrete base, trying to minimize the
number of components.

The idea is to minimize the components leaving only two function carriers: the concrete
foundation and the transparent curved glass plate.
3.1.3 Concept 3:
Takes a starting point in a circular shape, almost floating in the air, dimensioned with a
concrete base, a steel structure supporting the plates that can be alternated concrete or glass,
see Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Last concept with a circular shape created by tangent plates attached to a steel structure. Base out of
concrete.

By using straight thin plates, attached to the steel structure, the geometry will be a “tangent”circle, not smooth.
3.2 Evaluation of Concepts
Mutual for all three concepts are that they are module based, composed out of several
different micro components joined into macro components and following the specifications
outlined in Chapter 1.3.
Pre-manufactured and assembled at location. In Table 2. Value based analysis of the different
functions related to the object. Graded after its importance and summarized at the end to
establish a winner., a value based comparison is made, trying to highlight the best concept.
By weighing the different abilities/functions by importance and grading the concepts by rank
1-3 a total value was created.
Table 2. Value based analysis of the different functions related to the object. Graded after its importance and
summarized at the end to establish a winner.

Ability/Function

Importance

Concept 1

Concept 2

Value

Concept 3

Value

Value

Noise reducing
possibilities

10

1

10

2

20

3

30

Functional geometry

9

3

27

1

9

2

18

Innovative geometry

8

1

8

2

16

3

24

Manufacturability

7

3

21

1

7

2

14

Aesthetically pleasing

6

2

12

1

6

3

18

Easy to
assemble/disassemble

5

3

15

2

10

1

5
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Possibility of NOx
reduction

4

3

12

1

4

2

8

Economic

3

3

9

2

6

1

3

Easy geometry

2

3

6

2

2

1

2

Flexibility

1

2

2

1

1

3

3

122

Summation:

81

125

As seen, Concept 3 takes a narrow win over Concept 1, leaving Concept 2 far behind. The
result is fairly subjective but can be used as an aid in further decision making.
In this project, innovative and creative considerations are valued more than functional and
economic.
When concept is chosen, drawing and modeling can begin with deeper analysis of the system.
3.3 Function Modeling
By working parallel with 2D (computerized CAD, pen and paper, etc.) and 3D (simple
function model) different views are taken in consideration. Figure 11. Function model made
out of cardboard and plastic, in scale 1:50. shows an early function model made out of
cardboard and plastic:

Figure 11. Function model made out of cardboard and plastic, in scale 1:50.

The function model is made to get some relation in scale and to get some perspective on the
object. Further analysis of the geometry considering two important fields where made the
acoustic control and sustainability.
3.4 Acoustics & Noise Control
With the concept chosen in mind, further analysis can be made regarding the acoustics and
noise control, two important functions within this object. By using the parabolic shape and
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overlay the road, more noise reduction can be added, increasing the value of the object in an
innovative way.
The noise attenuation on the other side of the noise barrier is directly related to three different
factors:
1. The design of the barrier. This includes height, geometry and thickness. Also material
properties and placement in relation to noise source.
2. Close by surroundings. How is the land situated? Is there flat land, hills, forest or
buildings nearby? What kind of climate, dry or wet, will there be snow? Important to
consider here is if there will be only barriers on one side of the road, or both.
3. The traffic situation itself.
Due to the nature of this project some assumptions were to be made regarding the
environmental surroundings and traffic situation because this noise barrier, with different
modules, will not be custom built on location, but in factory.
3.4.1 Acoustics regarding the design of the barrier
Since there are different ways sound transports itself through the other side of the barrier the
focus was primarily to investigate the noise that slips over the edge of the barrier.
To determinate, theoretically, what the attenuation of the sound will be in relation to the
barriers’ height I’ll be using the Kurze-Anderson formula and regarding all object as rigid [3]:


2 N
LKA  5  20  log 
 tanh 2 N





Where N  d s2  h2  dr2   h  hr 2  hr2   d s  d r 2 and the geometry is defined by
Figure 12:

Noise
(Sound)

Overlapping
Noise
(Sound)

h
Noise
Barrier

Source

Receptor

hr

hs
d

dr

Figure 12. Geometry over the three objects included in the system; the source (traffic), the barrier and the
receptor (protected area).

What’s important here is not only the height (the higher barrier, the higher noise reduction)
but also the distance between the barrier and the source and the distance between the receptor
and the barrier (and source).
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Due to regulations regarding constructions built close to the road, it is recommended that the
distance d is no less than 3 [m]. And due to the free height of roads, currently at 5,2 [m], the
limitations are set from a legal point of view. [II]
But by curving the top, like a roof, over the road will give the illusion that the barrier is closer
to the road than it actually is. For example, if the main barrier with its foundation is located 3
[m] from the road as the legal rules demand, and on the top, about 5.2 [m] above ground an
appendix overlays the road by 1-2 [m] giving the following geometrics seen in Figure 13:

Overlapping
Noise
(Sound)

Noise
(Sound)

h
Source

Curved
Noise
Barrier

Receptor

hr

hs

Figure 13. New geometricsdwhere the distance d has been shortened creating d
the
r image that the barrier is closer
to the road than it really is, aiding noise reduction further.

This will increase the level of noise attenuation for the receptor, as shown in Figure 14.
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Different Noise reduction in relation to height of noise barrier depending on distance from road

Noise reduction [dB]
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8
6
4
2
0

0

1

2
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Height of barrier [m]
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8
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Figure 14. Top graph shows that the estimated noise reduction should be between 30-40 [dB] with a height of 6 [m] and
depending on distance to road (source). Lower graph shows the difference with the new geometry and estimates it to
another 3 [dB].

If we analyze the lower graph in Figure 14 above there is a peak of difference around 1-2 [m]
of height. This has to do with the height of the source, which in our case are fixed to 0,5 [m]
which is the generalized source height from a car, but since the regulations require that
nothing below 5,2 [m] can be constructed over a road it will not be an option. Further analysis
can be found in Appendix 1: MATLAB Code - Noise Control.
Notable is the angle α created inside the triangle shown in Figure 15:

Figure 15. The greater the angle α the greater the noise reduction.

The greater value of α, the greater the attenuation, to a certain point. To increase the angle we
can either shorten the distance d or extend height h, or do both. The idea is to find a workable
relationship between the two measures.
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3.4.2 Conclusion: Geometry
Thanks to the geometry allowing the noise barrier to be regarded as closer to the road around
3 [dB] can be saved. This reduction is, by comparison, equal to increasing the allowed speed
limit on a road by one step (i.e. from 50 to 70, or 90 to 110 [km/h]) without increasing the
noise.
Another example is that 3 [dB] reduction is equal to halving the sound energy, a strong
noticeable difference for the human ear.
Also a 3 [dB] decrease corresponds to a halvation of the sound energy which can be noticed
as a decrease of 30-100 % depending on the characteristics of the noise. [i]
The noise reduction estimated with a height of 6 [m] is around 35 [dB] as shown in the upper
graph of Figure 14. This is not a realistic value, with an engineerical accuracy the maximum
reduction (related only to the height, if rigid) is around 20-24 [dB]. Higher values create
uncertainties in the mathematical model. [III][IV]
3.4.3 Classification
Considering that this only is a mathematical model of reality the actual value of maximal
noise reduction will vary lowering the expected results to around 20-23 [dB] [III]. Giving the
barrier the maximal classification according to SS-EN 1794-2 of B3 which has a limit of 24
[dB].
Due to the difficulty of in forehand estimate the actual noise reduction this is only estimated
guidelines, but what can be said is that with its height and geometry it should significantly
decrease traffic noise as compared with other lower constructions.
3.4.4 Frequencies
On our estimated height of 6 [m] the difference between a regular barrier that erects straight
and this new curved one is about 3 [dB], which is a noticeable difference for the human ear
within the normal frequencies.
There have been studies regarding the peak noise from tire/asphalt determining the
problematic frequency to around 1000 [Hz]. The geometry of this barrier is not in a direct
relation to this fact, but interesting to notice is that by constructing the overlay in such manor
that the reflected wave length of the emitted sound creates a “counter” tone that eliminates the
disturbing tone. This measure of the overlay can me mathematically calculated according to
c
where c  331 [m/s] in normal temperate air and f  1000 [Hz] which gives us a

f
wavelength of   0,33 [m]. This wavelength includes a node where the sound intensity is as
strongest and by dimensioning the absorbing component accordingly (i.e. include two nodes)
the noise would be efficiently reduced. [6]
3.4.5 Absorption
Due to the difficulty of theoretically deciding how much the material will absorb it can only
be regarded in general terms and after it’s built measured on site. See further Chapter 4.2.6.
3.4.6 Acoustics regarding the surroundings
When most projects regarding noise barriers is under development, a custom made plan
regarding the actual situation of the close by surroundings is made to consider factors that
matter in just that area. It can be variables like: how does the nearby community react when
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the landscape is changed esthetically, are there wet lands, forest other obstacles to consider
when projecting the noise barrier.
Since this project is a general product development project without any actual location on
where about this could be built a couple of different normal scenarios are drawn up in order to
relate the problem at hand.
3.4.6.1 Scenario 1
Noise barriers on one side of the road, to protect a nearby settlement from traffic noise. On the
other side of the road there is nothing we want to protect from the noise. It could be a lake,
forest or an area where the recommended EU-standard of 55 [dB] noise levels is not required.
Here the barrier can be built as a reflector, minimizing the components and costs and still
create greater value for the receptors. Absorbing material will not be prioritized and the main
function of the system will be to reflect the sound.
A high barrier is to recommend, preferably as close to the road as possible and transparent
material can be used since the absorption is neglected.
3.4.6.2 Scenario 2
We want to reduce noise levels on both sides of the road. Here it’s important to have as much
absorption as possible in order not to create “sound mirrors” on the opposite direction with
noise bouncing back and forth inside the road.
A curved noise barrier with an absorbing function (module) added to the original product, see
Chapter 4.2.6.
Transparency can be overrun in favor of absorption and glass or plastic will not be necessary.
3.4.6.3 Scenario 3
Part of the road goes over a bridge or in a curve where sight is valued more than noise
reduction. Here thin, light weight, transparent constructions are favored.
3.4.6.4 Acoustics regarding the traffic situation
Depending on the actual traffic situation where the noise barrier will be placed different
regulations and recommendations can be found. In Sweden the publication VGU – Vägar och
Gators Utformning [i] lists different criteria depending on allowed road speed and estimated
traffic load.
In general it comes down to two things:
1. Speed limit. The higher the limit, the bigger limitations due to safety. A noise barrier
within a 90 [km/h] road requires a protective railing or baluster in order to handle
prospective collisions.
2. Traffic load. The higher the traffic level and speed limit, the bigger and more
demanding noise barriers are required to handle EU-standards on safety and noise
control.
This project can be aimed for highly trafficked roads, with high demands for great acoustic
noise reduction, therefore the higher barrier, the better.
3.5 Sustainability
Here the analysis focus on the construction and material properties required to create a
reliable and solid product that can handle the various loads and pressures without breaking.
Since the barrier will be placed near high-speed roads, dimensioning with regards to
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collisions will not be done, since special constructions designed just for this will exist between
the barrier and the road. Focus is on Wind loads and Self weight.
3.5.1 Wind loads
Calculation of wind loads will be made with help from Boverkets handbok om snö- och
vindlast (BSV 97) [7].
To calculate how great the wind load that affects the noise barrier is (the wind load will create
a torque at the base of the connection between the concrete base and the screen) a few
assumptions is made regarding to the surrounding environment and placement.
It can be said that the highest middle wind speed in Sweden, vref is measured to 26 meters per
second. It means during a ten minute period under open terrain and the probability that it will
be overextended is 0,02, or a recurring fact of the lifespan 50 years. (BSV 97, page 26)
According to BSV 97, page 32, the total wind load wk [kN/m2] is:

wk   qk
qk  CdynCref qref

Where in our case qk  0,62 (BSV 97, Tabell Cb, sid 112, with the use of vref  26[m / s] ),
same value for screens between 2-8 meters high. And our   1, 2 (BSV 97, Figure A2:2a,
page 93), gives us a wk  0,744 [kN / m2 ] . This can also be compared with the European
standards in EN 1794-1:2003 that gives a wk  0,8 [kN / m2 ] for “traffic of vehicles in open
air at a distance of 3 m from the noise reducing device and a maximum speed of 120 km/h”,
hence the consideration of high speed winds created by heavy traffic is also included.
With an effective area of 12,6 [m2] (height of screen 4,2 [m] and width 3 [m], the total wind
load on the noise barrier is in the worst case scenario:

Fwind  9,37 [kN ]
This force applying on the middle of the screen (2,1 [m] above connection) will give a
rotating torque at the base of the connection:

M wind  19,7 [kNm]
3.5.2 Self Weight
As the screen is curved some of the mass will influence the total torque in the connection
point, A, se Figure 16.
The self weight can be assumed to be concentrated into one point, A, and will be calculated
accordingly:
Fweight  mappendix  g  2,5 [kN ]

The torque (note the direction of the torque, hence the shifting in sign) depending on the
distance a :

M weight    a  Fweight   3,7 [kNm]
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3.5.3 Total torque
foundation

at

connection

between

screen

and

By adding up the affected torques we get a total estimated torque at the base of the screen, the
connection between the two components – screen and foundation, which will be a guideline in
the sustainability calculations that will follow.
Our M tot is a characteristic torque and will have the value with the safety coefficient of 30
[%]:

M tot  1,3   M wind  M weight   21 [kNm]
See Figure 16.

a=1,5 m

Fweight
Fwind

Fwind

b=2,1 m

Mtot

A
Fweight

Figure 16. Forces applying to the barrier results in a moment.

3.6 Strength and tension of the curved beam
In order to decide the thickness and dimension of the construction mathematical analysis was
made regarding the tension that will arise due to wind loads and self weight. As written in
Handbok och Formelsamling I Hållfasthetslära page 68 [8] the tension   in a curved beam
is calculated accordingly (for definitions see Table 3):

 

N  M y / r0
A



M

 y
1   / r0 J
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Since our  is very small in comparison to the radius r0 the second term can be simplified to
M
. What’s interesting here is the J , the area moment of inertia, which in our case is
J
defined as:
 r  H1  h / 2 
 r0  H  t / 2 
3
J  r03 s  ln  0
  r0 hs  r0  H1   r0 b  ln 
  rbt  r0  H1 
 r0  H1  h / 2 
 r0  H  t / 2 
hs  h  t  

;
H 
2  hs  bt  



 H  bt  h  t  ;
 1 2  hs  bt  



Where defined variables are accordingly to Figure 17 and Table 3:

s

h

CG

t

r0

b
Figure 17. Cross section of curved steel beam (T-shaped). Distance h is variable between 5-55 [cm] along a curve.

By alternating the different variables, the thickness, different tension can be expected in
relation to maximal loads, see Figure 18. The data are accordingly:
Table 3. Data chart and comments regarding the different variables within the system.

Variable

Value Dimension Comment

My

21

[kNm] The torque in the middle of the
screen, the critical point regarding
possible crack in the steel structure.
Same torque as in the connection
between screen and foundation due
to the geometry of the structure.

N

2,5

[kN] Only depending on self weight of
structure.
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h

25-35

[cm] The cross section of the point
measured. Since this varies along
the steel structure this value is not
constant. It varies between 55-5
[cm]. The critical point will be
somewhere in the middle 25-35
[cm]. Both extreme values will be
investigated.

t

See figure 18
and 19

[cm] Thickness of the beams that support
the sides. The thicker, the more
tension can be raised without break.

2,5

[m] The radius of the bend. Can almost
count as infinitive since the
relationship between radius and
thickness is great.

s

See figure 18
and 19

[cm] Thickness of “back bone”. It’s easier
to manufacture with the same s as t.

b

15

[cm] The length of the support sides on
the beam. This area supports the
bolt loads from the plates.

r0

Variation of stress in cross section depending on thickness "t"
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s = 1cm
s = 2cm
h = 35cm
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Figure 18. Stress in section cut depending on different dimensions of the beam.

Since the galvanized steel has a yield stress limit between 200-260 [MPa] there should be no
problem dimensioning the beam with a thickness of 1 [cm] in both s and t, that will give an
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estimated tension of 100 [MPa]. For the code see Appendix 2: MATLAB Code –
Sustainability.
Regard that this is in a section of the beam where h =35 [cm], if we calculate with a thinner
“back bone”, such as h =25 [cm], and still maintain the same loads we get this result shown in
Figure 19:
Variation of stress in cross section depending on thickness "t"
350
s = 1cm
s = 2cm
h = 25cm

Stress in section [MPa]
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Figure 19. With another dimension of h (=25) new stress values are expressed giving reason to thought since its closing in
on the yield stress limit of steel (=200-260 [MPa]).

Where we can see that a thicker s =2 is required to maintain the stress yield at around 100
[MPa]. So to be on the safe side it’s better to go with t = 1 and s = 2 [cm]. Anyhow, the
constructional regulations regarding self weight and wind load are well met according to
h 6000

 120 [mm] and the
EN1794:2003 where the horizontal deflection can be up to
50
50
L
3000

 7,5 [mm]. (L = Length of elements and h =
vertical deflection not greater than
400 400
height of barrier). In this case, with its predefined loads it should result in minimal deflection,
an expected elasticity of a few millimeters could be normal, but also ok accordingly.
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4 Results
4.1.1 Geometric Acoustics
By altering the geometry of the noise barrier we can control, in some sense, the noise and
direct it to wherever we choose. Due to the difficulty of creating a noise barrier that is thick
enough to absorb the noise instead of just reflecting it, another creative solution can be made.
Through the function of the geometry, the shape of the object, as a parabolic shape it gets
unique acoustic abilities [11][III]. Through use of hard “thin” materials, such as glass or
concrete, the reflection on the surface will be almost total, if the object is regarded as rigid.
All the incoming sound that will reflect on the hard surfaces of the material will have the
same angle of incidence as back-angle, and because it’s a parabolic shape, the noise will
“gather” in the focal point of the ellipse as shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. By using the idea of an elliptical shaped object, the noise from the car will appear as it greatest in the focal
point of the ellipse.

The emitting source of the noise, in this case a car, will create a mirror sound in the focal
point. By putting a large area of absorption material there, the noise can very effectively be
absorbed, as shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Using the knowledge and creating an absorbing component directly upon the mirror source should reduce the
noise in a very efficient manner. The idea is that a large proportion of the noise should gather in the focal point and there
being absorbed and neutralized into heat.

The size of this absorbing component should be at least two whole wavelengths of the
disturbing sound, in this case peak noise around 1000 [Hz] will give a diameter of the
absorbing component of 800 [mm], according to the formula in Chapter: 3.4.4.
A downside to this geometry is that the focal point will be within the “safety zone” and
therefore the barrier needs to be further away from the road’s edge. And how well this will
actually work can only be estimated after it’s actually constructed, due to the difficulty of
calculating sound absorption and the many different variables, but in theory it would work
very well.
4.2 Manufacturing
To satisfy the specifications of the project listed in Chapter 1.3 each of the different
components will be manufactured separately and assembled on location. Under each headline
an explanation will follow regarding the recommended material, product method and
attributes.
4.2.1 Components
This system, or module, consists of several different macro component listed below. These
macro components may consist of several micro components joined together to make a
wholeness, see Figure 22.
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Top Packing
Steel
Structure
Curved
Transparent
Plates

Absorbing Arm

Curved
NOx-plate

Concrete
Foundation
(Sandwich)

Figure 22. Overview of the entire system, with its internal components marked.

The components are shaped and designed to collaborate well within the system as well with
future add-ons. Note that this is recommendations, and not written in stone.
The width of the module could be altered as desired but 3 [m] is a good length in sense of
transportation and manufacturing. [V]
4.2.2 Concrete Foundation
The base of the module and ground component on which the other components are attached
upon. Created in two steps:
1. Ground preparation. On location measurement and preparation for molding the base
approx. 0,8 [m] beneath the ground. This is custom made considering the actual
location and surroundings. The important part is to have a horizontal surface on which
the pre-manufactured plates can be attached.
2. Pre-manufactured “sandwich”-plates out of NOx-concrete and mesh cast iron are
lowered down upon the solid base. Then liquid frost resistant concrete is poured down
between the plates and on to the base, fixing it together as one component – concrete
foundation.
The pre-defined bolts and fixings are casted together with everything else. Consideration
should be made regarding the actual situation on exactly where the bolts and fixings should be
in order to have an efficient production line.
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Filling with cheap frost
resistant concrete

NOx-plates
above ground in
contact with air
Foundation on site
cast (concrete)

Figure 23. Concrete foundation with both NOx-concrete (plates) and frost resistant concrete (base below ground).

Function:

Stabilize the module and handle the external and internal forces that apply.
Apply NOx-surface for reducing pollution.

Material:

NOx-concrete (TiOmix), frost resistant concrete (filling and base) and iron
mesh.

Method:

Concrete molding (casting) with internal mesh of cast iron. Alternative mesh
for the plates is small polypropylene fibers mixed into the concrete for
stabilization.

Weight:

Approx. 500 [kg] per plate with a thickness of 50 [mm]. Filling and base are
molded on location from truck.

The nature of planning and building noise barriers result in some elements that cannot be premade in factory, such as the base. Different surroundings and environmental factors affects
the outcome and is difficult to calculate in forehand. Therefore a combination of premanufacturing some parts (the NOx-“sandwich”-plates) and attaching them on to a existing
base reduces the number of on site location buildings to only one.
Constructing the whole component in factory would make no sense since an onsite location
foundation is always required.
By having only the surfaces in NOx-concrete costs are reduced, since the TiOmix costs more
than normal concrete. The filling and base (that has no contact with air anyway) are out of the
cheaper “standard” concrete, since its only function is to provide stability and handle pressure
and forces.
The sandwich rectangular shape suits well for transport, production and assemble, note the
similarities to existing building elements for walls, manufactured in factory, transported on
trucks to be assembled on location.
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4.2.3 Steel Structure
An almost 4,6 [m] high T-shaped curved steel beam mounted on the concrete foundation. The
“skeleton” of the module providing height and support.

Figure 24. Steel structure of curved T-shaped beams.

Function:

To support the plates mounted upon it and supply the desired height required in
order to satisfy the general specifications on noise reduction.

Material:

Construction Steel, galvanized for life expectancy in an outdoor, salty
environment.

Method:

Laser cutting (extracting) up to 10 [mm] thickness, in order to get the exact
curving radius required. Optimal carving pattern to consider the vast amount of
spill due to different inner/outer radius.
The flange can be “by the meter” and cut and bent in desired lengths. Predrilled and welded together. Important that the welding becomes dense in order
to prevent oxidation in the joints.

Weight:

218 [kg] with a 10 [mm] thick steel plate.

An alternative for this support would be to make it in glued laminated timber (Glulam) bent to
the desired radius. Manufacturers contacted for this said it would be possible but it would
alter the current expression and shape.
4.2.4 Curved Concrete Plate
With its concave surface it aids the sound collection and also adds NOx-surface to the object.
A heavy 3 [m] wide plate that stabilizes the steel structure.
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Figure 25. Curved concrete plate. Reflects the noise and absorbs NOx-particles.

Function:

To reflect noise and apply NOx surface, reducing pollution.

Material:

NOx concrete (TiOmix). [I]

Method:

Concrete molding (casting) vertically due to even thickness along the curve.
Internal reinforcement of cast iron or fiber mesh.

Weight:

520 [kg] with a thickness of 50 [mm].

Alternative for manufacturing it curved would be to make is a flat straight plate, simplifying
the manufacturing in some sense but also creating problems in connection between plates and
steel structure (fixings and seals). This would also change the overall geometric shape from
parabolic to tangent circle.
4.2.5 Curved Transparent Plate
Similar to the concrete plate, this component is there to reflect noise. Also an additional
functionality of being transparent adds the value of see through, sometimes desired when
planning long distances of noise barriers. By using self cleaning glass (which has a coating of
TiO2 similar to the TiOmix-concrete) additional area of NOx-reduction will apply. The effect
of this should be lower than the concrete due to the smoothness of the glass surface, not
creating the same great contact area for the polluted air.
The possibility for the driver to observe and see the surroundings (behind the barrier) adds to
the overall driving experience and can be said to increase security in some sense. This added
value has a downside in sound absorption, which is almost non-existing when it comes to
glass and plastic surfaces. The reflection is almost total. So when the immediate surroundings
require a great deal of absorption (and transparency) the option of adding the component
“Absorbing Arm” could be useful.
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Figure 26. Curved transparent plate. Here three of them, but can be altered according to the environmental surroundings
and demands.

Function:

To reflect noise and provide vision for the driver.

Optional:

NOx surface, reducing pollution. Only possible when the material is glass and
not plastic which will melt during manufacturing process of applying TiO2.
[VI][VIII]

Material:

Glass or plastic (Polycarbonate).

Method:

Glass extrusion or plastic molding. The glass can be hot bended into actual
curved shape during production and the plastic will be produced as flat plates
and then clamped into the curved radius on location with bolts. (This tension is
negligible in context). [VII]

Weight:

Glass: 138 [kg] and Polycarbonate: 64 [kg] both with a thickness of 12 [mm].

There are pros and cons for both material but considering the environment where the
components will exist; Polycarbonate will have the advantage of being almost indestructible
versus the glass fragility to impacts. Also the significant difference in weight will add up to
the favor of using plastic.
Only when a high level of NOx reducing material is wanted will glass prevail.
4.2.6 Absorbing Arm (Optional)
When a module is combined with a lot of transparent plates the ability to absorb noise will go
down. This optional component can be added on an existing module to increase the overall
ability to absorb noise without major interference with the transparency. How the function
works is explained in Chapter 3.4.4.
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Same dimensional steel as in the steel structure this component contains several micro
components. It has a steel structure to support the cylindrical shaped “tube” that will absorb
the noise. The shell of the tube is in perforated steel plate, with an inside of highly absorbing
material (i.e. mineral wool). The idea is to “break” the sound waves and apply a great surface
of small volumes where the air in movement will transfer the noise into heat, absorbing it. By
using the geometrical definition of the parabolic shape an efficient amount of material can be
used.

Thin perforated
sheet metal as a
shell
Inside filled with
absorbing material
(mineral wool)

Support steel
structure

Figure 27. Absorbing Arm. Optional when an efficient absorbing component is required.

Function:

To absorb sound reflecting from the parabolic shape of the barrier and the road
itself.

Material:

Constructional galvanized steel (support), thin-plated sheet metal (perforated
shell) and absorbing material (mineral wool).

Method:

Plate bending and milling.

Weight:

Approx. 100 [kg]

With this component maintenance is crucial. If the small volumes (holes) become clogged or
stuffed with dirt, water or ice the function will dramatically decrease. By placing it under the
“roof” of the module it will be somewhat protected. A periodically maintenance schedule will
be required to manually clean the pores (i.e. with high pressure washer). Further development
of shape and function could be made in order to minimize the maintenance costs but will not
be featured within this project.
4.2.7 Packing & Seals
Since it’s crucial from an acoustic point of view with a completely closed barrier, all the small
joints and slots have to be covered by packing and seals. It’s also important that the different
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materials have possibilities to heave, move and expand (wind, temperature, assemble and
forces) a couple of millimeters.
Therefore packing in rubber is preferable. Small lists that runs along all the joints and seals
the barrier completely from air.
4.2.7.1 Top Packing
At the very top of the construction a rounded edge is preferable to a sharp one [III][IV]. This
has to do with the breaking of the air waves (noise). If the edge is sharp, the breaking will be
abrupt and cast the noise to slip over to the other side closer to the barrier. By having a
rounded edge the noise will break upwards, to the sky, instead of toward the ground where the
protected subject is.
4.2.8 Bolts & Fixings
Are dimensioned to handle the direct forces and stress. Suggested are four bolts vertically
attached on top of the concrete foundation of type M16. These bolts with a diameter of 16
[mm] can handle approx. 303 [MPa] each and will sufficient take care of the inbound forces
and stress arising from wind loads and self weight seen in Chapter 3.5. [ii][10]
4.3 Aesthetics & Surfaces
One of the specifications of the project was that it should be “aesthetically pleasing”. This is a
subjective value that differs from person to person and also changes during time but putting
the object in a context can create a few guidelines on different fitting expressions:
Naturalistic reflection of surroundings. Studies have shown that what most people want
regarding the expression of a noise barrier is that it blends in and cast a reflection on the
immediate surroundings. For example, if the barrier is placed near nature, a more natural look
is preferred. If the context is a dense city or industrial area more modern looks are accepted,
but still a desire for green lushes of nature are welcomed elements. [9]
Clean look. The desire to have order and cleanness around the roadway increases the safety
factor and smoothens the driving experience. Therefore surfaces that are expresses a clean
and not messy expression is added value to the aesthetics. The environment itself is dirty and
with an awareness of this easy faux pas like using white or black can be avoided.
Pliable. Driving experience should be comfortable and therefore a pliable design is
cherished. Extreme shapes and textures create disorder and stress for the driver. Also the fact
that most observers will travel in great speeds requires some thought on patterns and
expressions. Small complicated figurines will only blur out in the peripheries. The focus from
the driver should not be taken from the road, minimal distraction.
Maintenance. Rough though surfaces that can handle the dirty, salty environment without
constant upkeep. Easy to clean.
4.4 Scale Model
A scale model of one module (1:10) was manufactured as seen in Figure 28:
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Figure 28. Picture of the scale model (1:10).

With the concrete foundation standing on a wooden board for support, the side facing the road
sand dusted and the steel construction cut using CAD-drawings and water cutting. In this
example the execution is with three transparent plates (plastic) and one solid (concrete), but
variations in appearance can be made.
The absorbing arm is filled with glass fiber wool and encased with perforated expanded metal
(thin steel sheet). On the top a piece of pipe isolation symbolizes the top packing preventing
the sound waves to “spill over” the barrier.
The model was made for demonstration purpose only and could suit as a representative when
developing the system in the future.
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5 Conclusions
Considering the outlined specifications listed in the beginning of this project some
conclusions can be made in various fields.
The idea to create and present a concept, a product, of a new type of noise and NOx barrier
has been satisfied by following different product development processes (Bistagnino and
Ullman). By combining a more circular and modular development pattern with value based
process a unique expression is presented and further analyzed.
Geometrical limitations and boundaries regarding the contemporary regulations surrounding
the road area gave rise to new creative solutions of shape and function, aiding the goal of the
project and adding overall value.
By using a curved shape, several advantages could be found:


The possibility to follow regulations of having the barrier as close as possible to the
road (3 meter) but calculating noise reduction though as it was standing 1 meter from
the road and the source instead, decreasing the noise level by another 3 [dB]. This is
comparable to a 50 % decrease of sound effect or equivalent to raising the speed limit
on a road from 70 to 90 [km/h] without increasing the noise. The overall noise
reduction figure will land around 24 [dB] giving the barrier a classification of B3
(certainly more with absorption).



The parabolic shape creates a mirror source of the emitted sound (from the traffic) in
the focal point of the curve collecting it into one point. Using an absorbing add-on, the
Absorbing Arm, in this point gives the possibility to not only reflect noise, but also to
absorb it in an efficient manner. This is possible without removing the transparency of
the barrier. An alternative of having thick cladding of absorbing material behind the
barrier is also possible, but then the transparency disappears. Glass, or plastic, on the
other hand is a very bad absorbent but a good reflector, hence the given solution.



The expression of the object, differ from the norm, giving it a “high-tech” appearance.
This can add to the news value of the barrier and create a buzz that something is
actually done about the noise and NOx-situation and both energy and money have been
spent on increasing life quality of nearby citizens. A more conventional barrier that
blends in and does not protrude in the same way will often be taken more for granted
and does not create any relationship with the surrounding inhabitants, which is of great
value itself.

All components relate to each other in a system, created on a modular basis. This gives the
advantages of mass production, in costs and production value and also adds an easy
adaptability of different expressions and functions in the modules. Consideration to the actual
environment (location) regarding requirements of sight, absorption and noise reduction,
different set of modules can be combined to a unit. This should greatly decrease the costs
from the current norm of individual custom fit approach regarding procurement of noise
barriers. Consequently, reaching more people and therefore have greater effect.
Additional value added to the object by using NOx-reducing concrete (TiOmix) and
integrating the function within the design. A balance between NOx-reduction and
transparency is needed and evaluated from actual conditions. The effect of the NO x-reduction
is direct related to the shear amount of area in contact with the polluted air and the condition
of the surface (the cleaner the better). It’s difficult to predict an exact number of NOx44 (51)

reduction applicable since the research is in its infancy, but safe to say is that it should be
around a couple percent decrease. A considerable value when EU-regulations on permitted
NOx-levels are constantly hardening.
Further discussion and development can be found in the following Chapter 6: Discussion.
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6 Discussion
Suggested in this thesis is a concept, a system of solutions based on the background analysis
and synthesis. Further development is required in order to finalize this system into a
functional product. Some key areas where special attention needs to be focused are:
Material and manufactural optimization. Especially when manufacturing the Steel Structure,
a lot can be gained by having an optimal cutting-pattern. Using the most of the expensive steel
and minimizing the waste. One option is to cut the structure in two halves and wielding them
together, since the dimensions are so great (4-5 meters). Another option could be to cast the
structure, though expensive molds would be needed.
The concrete structure and plates are based on existing manufacturing methods, already used
today by Abetong when creating building elements, and thus needs minimal adaption.
Maintenance. Since there is some “complex” shapes involved maintenance could be difficult
and a consideration of this should be made with further development. The small holes in the
Absorbing Arm can easily be clogged by dirt and water. Same for the surface of the NO xconcrete, reducing its efficiency. Today’s standard is to have a maintenance cycle of around
five years for standard noise barriers. For this barrier, a higher demand of maintenance will
require, due to maintaining the critical functions. By optimizing the surfaces and shapes
further, less maintenance would be needed and resources will be saved.
Sustainability. These calculations should be remade and examined thoroughly when all joints,
measurements and definitions are fixed in order to determinate the final dimensions of
material thickness and shapes. If placed in other environments then the ones accounted for
(Sweden) other factors may affect the final outcome (heat, more wind, etc).
Acoustic Control and calculations are based on theoretical knowledge and empirical data and
should be taken as a guideline more than a fact. Actual noise reduction and absorption can
only be measured when the modules are on location in their environment. Though, this is the
method used today and empiric studies say that the actual outcome will land closely to the
estimation with an engineerical accuracy. The estimated reduction of 24 [dB] has taken this
into consideration (the mathematical number was around 35 [dB] which would have been a
sensation) but it may vary.
Different outcome. The Concept 2 (the tree-like barrier) could be an interesting concept to
develop if a curved shape is not desired but still maintaining the positive effects of an
overlaying structure. This concept would be significantly less expensive and extravagant and
suit perhaps longer distances better. Also the swap from steel to concrete (for supporting the
plates) could be an interesting change in many senses.
Also by constructing it parabolic and with the Absorbing Arm eliminates the possibility of
having the barrier as close to the road (and source) as possible. The Absorbing Arm would
interfere with the safety zone and the whole barrier would have to be moved further away.
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Appendix 1: MATLAB Code - Noise Control
clear all;
clc;
h
= [0:0.1:10];
ds = 1;
[m]: ');
hs = 0.5;
hr = 2;
dr = 50;

N
DL

%input('Enter height of barrier (h) [m]: ')
%input('Enter distance between source and barrier (ds)
%input('Enter source height (hs) [m]: ');
%input('Enter reception height (hr) [m]: ');
%input('Enter reception distance (dr) [m]: ');

= sqrt(ds^2+h.^2) + sqrt(dr^2+(h-hr).^2)- sqrt(hr^2+(ds+dr)^2);
= 5 + 20*(log(sqrt(N*(2*pi)) ./ tanh(sqrt(N*(2*pi)))));

ds1=3;
N1 = sqrt(ds1^2+h.^2) + sqrt(dr^2+(h-hr).^2)- sqrt(hr^2+(ds1+dr)^2);
DL1 = 5 + 20*(log(sqrt(N1*(2*pi)) ./ tanh(sqrt(N1*(2*pi)))));
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(h,DL,'g',h,DL1,'r')
xlabel('Height of barrier [m]')
ylabel('Noise reduction [dB]')
legend('1m from road','3m from road');
title('Different Noise reduction in relation to height of noise barrier
depending on distance from road')
subplot(2,1,2)
diff = DL-DL1;
plot(h,diff,'black',h(61),diff(61),'bo')
xlabel('Height of barrier [m]')
ylabel('Noise reduction differance [dB]')
legend('1m - 3m','Approx. 3 dB')
title('Noise Reduction difference between 1m vs 3m distance from road')
AXIS([0 10 0 10])
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Appendix 2: MATLAB Code – Sustainability
clc;
clear all;
h
t
b
s

=
=
=
=

0.35;
%m
[0:10]/100;
[0.15]; %m
0.01; %m

r

= 2.5;

H

= (h.*s.*(h.*t)) ./ (2.*(h.*s+b.*t));

H1

= (b.*t.*(h+t)) ./ (2.*(h.*s+b.*t));

%m

%m

J = r.^3.*s.*log((r+H1+h/2)./(r+H1-h/2)) - r.*h.*s.*(r-H1) +
r.^3.*b.*log((r-H+t/2)./(r-H-t/2)) - r.*b.*t.*(r+H);
A
N
=
M
z

= b.*t + h.*s; %area of section
= 2500 .* A;
%[N/m2] Wind pressure (wk(estimated wind pressure) = 7444
N/A, where N = wind force, A = area)
= 21000;
%example
= 0.2;
%height of central weight point in reference to section cut

s2 = 0.02; %1cm thicker than the original
J2 = r.^3.*s2.*log((r+H1+h/2)./(r+H1-h/2)) - r.*h.*s2.*(r-H1) +
r.^3.*b.*log((r-H+t/2)./(r-H-t/2)) - r.*b.*t.*(r+H);
tension = (N./A + ((M/r)./A) + (M./J).*(z/(1+z/r))) / 1000000 %Mpa
tension2 = (N./A + ((M/r)./A) + (M./J2).*(z/(1+z/r))) / 1000000 %Mpa
plot(t*100,tension,'b',t*100,tension2,'r', 1, 0:20:120, 'black') %in
centimeters
xlabel('Thickness "t" [cm]')
legend('s = 1cm','s = 2cm', 'h = 35cm')
ylabel('Stress in section [MPa]')
title('Variation of stress in cross section depending on thickness "t"')
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Appendix 3: Drawings
See attached drawing in A2-format.
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